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Outreach Coordinator Weekly Update
March 15 - 19

Agoura Hills:
OC canvassed Twin Oaks and Agoura Meadows four times this week. No contacts.
OC contacted JT Manwell, Public Safety Liaison, on a daily basis.
OC canvassed Old Agoura Park. IND was visiting his son so OC did not engage.
OC responded to a request from the city regarding an individual that was spotted in the El Pollo
Loco parking lot. IND, male, 30s was seen moving Cinder Blocks around at the back of the parking
lot. OC checked the location. See Photo. OC did not locate IND. It appears that IND may be
utilizing the hole in the wall as a stash location. OC and JT Manwell will check with Agoura Auto
tomorrow to make sure IND is not after something in the back lot. OC to follow up.
OC engaged female, 40s at Lady Finger Laundry. IND was attempting to keep warm as the
temperature is at 34 deg. OC gave IND a pair of sweat pants, gloves, socks and a winter jacket.
OC spoke to IND about going into a detox program. IND was worried OC was going to call the
Sheriff. IND left the area. OC as made several attempts to find a bed in a residential treatment
facility without success.
OC checked El Pollo Loco parking lot and the hole in the wall at the far end of
the lot. IND created this spot for his cat, as he did not want it locked up in his
vehicle all the time. IND stated that the auto shop has been looking over his
vehicle to determine repairs and cost. IND stated that if the repairs exceed
affordability, IND will sell vehicle and wants to purchase a van. IND continues
employment at the convenient store across the street. OC to continue to follow
up.
OC engaged IND at the Park and Ride. IND stated that the engine in his vehicle is shot and is
maybe going to buy a PT Cruiser from the owner of the Auto Shop across the street.

Calabasas:
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OC stopped at the Park and Ride. IND was hanging sheets along the fence
line. IND is accumulating a large amount of items. The area was cleaned by
the city last week. IND is receiving services from LAHSA.
OC canvassed Creekside Plaza, The Commons, The Courtyard several
times this week. No contacts. OC also canvassed Hilton Hill.
OC checked the Park and Ride. IND was still sleeping so OC did not engage.
OC spoke to security at The Courtyard on Calabasas rd. There have been
no issues with homeless individuals lately.
Jason continues to occupy the Park and Ride. IND has not been seen
loitering at the Gazebo on Calabasas Rd. OC spoke to security at The
Courtyard yesterday and has not witnessed IND loitering there either.
OC received a photo from Deputy Mateo who stopped to check on IND.
IND was sleeping at the time. OC was contacted by Michael McConville
who is setting up a Zoom meeting for next week with Alicia Weintraub.
OC engaged IND at the Park and Ride. OC informed IND that a referral has been submitted for
the Project Room Key Program. IND stated that he recently lost his ID. OC gave IND a DMV ID
Voucher, socks and a T-shirt.
OC and Michael McConville will have a Zoom meeting with city officials next week to discuss the
current state of homelessness in Calabasas.

Hidden Hills:
OC checked in at Long Valley, Round Meadow and Burbank gates. Nothing to report.

Malibu:
OC canvassed Central Malibu. OC engaged IND who asked if he could have assistance
contacting DPSS. OC stated that they start answering the phone at 7:30 AM. IND did not show
up. OC to follow up tomorrow.
OC picked up donations from Mike Trenen. Items include, socks, ponchos and T-shirts. OC to
distribute tomorrow.
OC assisted serving lunch three days this week. Approximately 25 - 35 INDs participated. Half
of the participants are clients at the Labor Exchange.
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OC and Deputy Espinoza canvassed the encampments at Zuma Beach and discovered several
new tents. The tents were vacant at the time.
OC assisted serving lunch. Approximately 20 INDs participated. OC surveyed several INDs
regarding a potential ASL. OC received positive feedback. Several INDs stated that they would
utilize services at an ASL. Two INDs who live in their vehicles stated that they probably would
not utilize an ASL.
OC participated with crowd control at the vaccination event today. Approximately 20 INDs
received their second dose. LA County distributed approximately 20 additional first doses of the
vaccine.

Westlake Village:
OC canvassed Westlake Village Marketplace and Dunkin Doughnuts across the street. OC
attempted to locate IND who has been sleeping in the area without success.
OC canvassed T.O. Blvd and Lindero Canyon RD.
OC canvassed Westlake Blvd.
OC canvassed Westlake Community Park. OC met several locals and distributed business
cards as well as discussed OC job position. INDs stated that they have seen the IND who was
previously camped under the large Oak tree. OC assuming that IND is camping further back in
the hills.
OC engaged IND at T.O. Blvd and Lindero Cyn. Rd. IND stated that he met with the LAHSA
Outreach team the previous week. IND stated that he missed an appointment last Monday. IND
is not interested in going to a shelter. IND also stated that he is going to try and contact family
who live in the immediate area.

Other Activities:
OC participated in the COG Governing Board Meeting
OC participated in the SPA2 Steering Committee Meeting
OC participated in the LAHSA Stated of Homelessness Town Hall Meeting.
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